Validation stickers
The validation stickers’ provide a tool to check if the UV-C emission is
sufficient.
Additional to the verification of the sensor in the D25, a disinfection cycle can
be validated by using UV validation stickers. This validation can be performed

How to use the validation
stickers in the D25:

per shift with a recommendation of performing it at least once a week.

1. Place 5 new ‘yellow’ UV validation
stickers in 5 different spots (picture 1)
of the D25.
2. Place the roller, with the still unused
stickers, back into it’s original
packaging to avoid day light exposure.
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Starting color,
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3. Close the lid. One disinfection cycle
will be performed by the D25.
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4. After 25 seconds the lid will
automatically open. Check if the UV
validation stickers have turned red
(see picture 2)
5. Take out the UV validation stickers
and stick them on the validation form
(see example of form on next page).
6. On this form fill in the date, time of
the test , name of the employees who
performed the test, and sign.
7. Keep this form next to the device for
administration (see example of form
on next page).
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Notes:
- Always keep the unused stickers in the original packaging to restrain contact with daylight
- Please refer to the stickers’ original IFU for detailed information
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Date:

Date:

Time of test:

Time of test:

Name :

Name :

Signature:

Signature:

Place stickers here:

Place stickers here:

